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PREFACE
The Center is currently engaged in a number of activities designed to aid persons

in achieving orderly and meaningful vocational development and adjustment. This
project was an attempt to afford educational planners and counselors additional
insight into the changing vocational and educational needs of girls.

This publication reports the findings of a study which explored the knowledge
of work, attitudes toward work, and plans for the future of high school senior girls.
The findings should be useful to educational planners in developing relevant cur-
ricula and guidance for secondary school girls. The report also should be helpful to
counselors and teachers who work with girls as it provides information which is not
readily available elsewhere.

We would like to acknowledge the approximately 600 students, faculty, and staff
from the six schools who gave us outstanding cooperation in collecting the data. We
are indebted to them for their help. Special recognition is due to the project staff
consisting of Sylvia L. Lee (now at Oregon State University), Elizabeth M. Ray
(Pennsylvania State University), Louise Vetter, Lila Murphy (now Director of
Secondary Vocational Education for New Hampshire), and Barbara Jean Sethney.

We would also like to express appreciation to Michael J. Donovan for aid in the
statistical analysis and to Ruth S. Spitz and Mary B. Kievit for their review of the
final manuscript.

Robert E. Ta)lor
Director
The Center for Vocational

and Technical Education
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SUMMARY

The primary objective of this study was to provide
educational planners and counselors with information
related to the educational and vocational needs of
girls. More specifically, the study provides, for twelfth-
grade girls, a description of their attitudes toward work,
knowledge of the world of work, post, high school plans
and aspirations, and the relationships between these
variables and the size of the community in which a
girl lives, the type of school she attends, and the social
status of her family.

A total cf 365 senior girls from six schools partici-
pated in the study. The schools included one vocational,
one comprehensive, and one general academic school
from metropolitan areas and one each from non-metro-
politan areas.

Scores were computed from specially designed
measures of knowledge of work, five attitudes (eco-
nomic mobility, role security, intrinsic reward, chal-
lenge, and extrinsic reward), tour types of plans for
the future (plans for education, plans for part-time
work, plans for full-time work, and plans for marriage),
and level of occupational aspiration. Each of these
scores was then analyzed separately for relationship
with community size, school type, and family social
status. Detailed findings are reported in thirteen tables.
Major findings follow.

Community Size

Metropolitan girls indicated more knowledge of the
world of work and fewer plans for full-time work than
did girls from non-metropolitan communities.

2

Type of School
Vocational school girls scored higher than the other
girls on the extrinsic reward attitude scale, apparently
attaching more value to such rewards from work as
salary, promotion, and benefits. The girls who attended
vocational sc!hools scored higher than girls who
attended comprehensive schools, but lower than girls
who atiendil general academic schools, on economic
mobility, a measure of willingness to work after mar-
riage. Girls who attended vocational schools indicated
that they planned for earlier marriages, more full-time
work, less part-time work, and less additional education
following high school than did girls who attended com-
prehensive or general academic schools.

Social Status

Girls with the highest social status indicated more
knowledge of work, less concern with the extrinsic
rewards of work, plans for more education, plans for
more part-time work, and plans for less full-tim: work
than girls whose families were of a lower social status.

Even allowing for these differences among girls from
different size communities, from several types of schools
and from various social levels, the high school senior
girls in this study were not well informed about the
probable nature and extent of their future vocational
participation. Their attitudes and plans reflected this
lack of information.

Recommendations for further research and for pos-
sible changes in educational programs are made. It is
planned that the findings of this study wilt be used to
develop a currict.ium unit, "Planning Ahead for the
World of Work," designed to assist girls in preparing
more adequately for their probable futures.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Most vocational educators now are aware that em-
ployment patterns of women are different from those
of men. The increasing number of women of all ages
in the labor force also is apparent. According to J. J.
Kaufman, C. J. Schaefer, M. V. Lewis, D. W. Stevens,
and E. W. House (1967), however, these trends have
not been recognized by the local schools. Kaufman
indicated that vocational education for women is being
restricted by stereotypes regarding their "proper"
occupations and that limited course offerings (those
considered appropriate for females) may be responsible
for the restricted outlook of the high school graduates
in his sample.

Background of the Study
With more than 29 million women in the labor force
'w (Women's Bureau, 1969) and predictions of future

increase, it is apparent that vocational education based
on empirical data for girls and women is essential.
Stereotypes about "proper" occupations for women
and "woman's place" need to be reconsidered in light
of the nation's need for "manpower" (Ginzberg, 1966)
and the needs of the individual girl for information and
aid in making decisions.

In recent years, women have been afforded more
opportunities, more freedom and more protection as
individuals. At the same time, they have assumed more
responsibility ii determining their futures. Attention
has been focused on this phenomenon by the reports
of a presidential panel on the status of women (Mead
and Kaplan, 1965) and by a burgeoning popular litera-
ture typified by the books of Hunt (1962), Friedan
(1963), and Bird (1M).

Although considerable research activity has dealt
with vocational and career development in the pasI
twenty years, it has concentrated almost exclusively on
male subjects. Studies by Super (1960), Tiedeman
(1963), Roe (1966), liorand (1966), and Ginsberg
(1951), for instance, used data from males and

3

uniquely relevant to males. In the few cases where girls
and women have been considered, the indicators
utilized were those originating from studies of men;
however, patterns of vocational development for women
do emerge as a result of different role requirements
and are necessarily different. A case in point is Gins-
berg's (1966) study of the life styles of women, under-
taken after art earlier unsuccessful attempt to examine
career patterns of men and women from within a com-
mon framework.

Clearly, career patterns for women differ from those
of men as a result of role expectations. They are chang-
ing because role definitions for women are continually
changing. Modified role definitions occur to accom-
modate the greater life expectancy of women, the
changing character of the family, and the changing
nature of the economy.

Probably the most dramatic outcome of the changing
roles of women is represented in labor market statistics.
Not only are women marrying at an early age, they
are completing their families earlier, and entering the
labor force in greater numbers. The 1965 Handbook of
Women Workers (Women's Bureau, 1966) reported
that between 1940 and 1965 the percentage increase in
labor force participation of women exceeded the per-
centage of total population increase. The discrepancy
becomes more pronounced as more mature groups are
considered.

For example, the total population increase for women
between 35 and 44 years of age was 36 percent, while
the increase in work force participation was 11.7 per-
cent. For the 45 to 54 age group, the population in-
crease was 50 percent, while labor force participa.ion
increased by 208 percent. For women aged 55 to 64,
the population increase was 70 percent while the in-
crease in labor force participation was 292 percent
(Mid, p. 16).

Moth early research on female vocational plans
viewed the career - marriage situation as an either/or
problem rather than a possible coordination of roles.
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For example, Matthews and Tiedeman (1964), in a
study of 1.237 girls and young women, looked at the
relationships between attitudes toward career and mar-
riage and life styles and identified what they called a
"pseudo-career drive This phenomenon is charac-
terized by a drop in career commitment from junior to
senior high school.

Other investigations by Fmpey (195), Joseph (1961),
Vetter and Lewis (1964), and Flanagan (1965) indicated
that homemaking was viewed as a vocation while
full- or part-time work outside the home was seen only
a s a secondary interest.

More recently, however, Slocum and Bowles (1967)
found a different result. In a sample of approximately
1,500 high school junior and senior girls, the majority
felt that work outside the home would play a signif
role in their lives. Zissis (1964), in a study of the life
planning of 550 freshmen women at Purdue University,
found the majority looking forward to combining mar-
riage with a career. Presumably these changes reflect
a realistic approach to the changing world which finds
almost all women (above 90 percent) married at some
time in their lives and an increasing percentage of
women working (nearly 40 percent).

At any given point in time, societies make use of
certain generally accepted behavior norms which serve
to distinguish male and female roles. Individuals are
helped or hindered in their role adaptation to the extent
that the et..., 4 o nal and social systems in which they
function supi.,..d the norm. However, in general, con-
temporary society has not yet acknowledged the chang-
ing roles being assumed by women. Therefore, families
and schools have continued to support a norm which
envisions women primarily as wives and mothers.

When social norms and expectations fail to coincide
with reality, severe conflict may occur. In the
adclescent girl's drive for independence, she must learn
new roles, including making decisions about a voca-
tion, furthering her education, and starting a family. If
the advice and counsel received is incons'stent with
reality or incompatible with future rsponsibilities, the

individual may have difficulties in making the transition
from adolescent to adult roles. Such difficulties may
create a milieu in which the individual will experience
problems with later role demands.

To the extent that an individual can be helped to
make realistic plans, to establish attainable goals, and to
achieve a way of life which is compatible with her
aspirations, the potential for a productive future will be
maximized. Super (1953) has proposed, for example,
that the degree of satisfaction one can derive from
such decisions is proportionate to the degree to which
the self concept has been implemented.

As stated, much If the literature on occupational and
educational planning is based on data generated from
studies of men and boys. F .1cent efforts to focus on
females are directed almost entirely to mature women.
Consequently, a serious shortage of me:Tials relevant
to contemporary life patterns of girls has handicapped
educators and counselors in their attempts to guide
young women toward their future roles in the modern
world.

Purpose of the Study
This study is part of a larger effort to direct the at-

tention of educational planrv-rs and counselors to the
need to change the vocational attitudes and knowledge
of American girls.

The focus is on twelfth-glade girls, particularly their
(a) attidudes toward work, (b) general knowledge of the
world of work, (c) plans for post-high school education
and/or employment,a nd (d) occupational aspirations.

Th.:. inquiry is designed specifically to ascertain
whether significant differences in these four areas are
associated with (a) size of community, (b) type of
school, and (c) socioeconomic level.

The relationship of personal and family charac-
teristics to the four areas is also examined.

The findings are intended to be useful to school
systems which are planning and implementing im-
proved vocational programs and to guidance counselors
and teachers on the secondary level.



CHAPTER II

METHOD

A three-part questionnaire was developed to examine
the knowledge and attitudes of twelfth-grade girls
relative to the world of work. It was constructed to
elicit respo nes which could be analyzed for any dif-
ferences in such knowledge and attitudes that were
associated with the community size, school type, and
socioeconomic level of the subjects. The data also per-
mitted exploration of interrelationships among what
were thought to be key personal and family charac-
teristics related to the attitudes and knowledge. The
main study was preceded by a pilot phase in which the
instrument was field tested.

Pilot Phase
A 286-item preliminary questionnaire was admin-

istered to 188 senior girls in January, 1968. The subjects
were from a general academic high school in a suburban
community (metropolitan area of 750,000 population)
and a comprehensive high school in a town with a
population of 20,000. Data from the 150 students who
answered all items wereanalyzed.

Knowledge-of-Work Items
Sixty-five objective items (multiple-chaice and true-
false) were administered. The items constituted Part
Two of the questionnaire used (Appendix A) in the
main study.

Questionnaire items 76-90 deal with the charac-
teristics of the female work force, e.g., average number
of years for a woman to be in the labor market, and the
women's age group with the largest number holding
jobs. Items 91-110 asse,- knowledge about representa-
tive jobs for women, gliding educational require-
ments Items 111-140 relate to conditions of work such
as number of hours, shifts, licensing, and the wearing
of uniforr-4.
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A KR-20 reliability of .75 was attained with all
items contributing positively to the total score. Sin
the range, mean, and internal consistency of scores on
this item set were satisfactory, this segment of the
questionnaire was not substantially revised for the main
study. Items were scored pass (one) or fail (zero),
giving a possible range of scores from zero to 65, with
an actual range of 23 to 53.

Attitudes - Toward -Work Items
Nine hypothesized attitudes-toward-work factors were
derived from such sources as Centers (I'M), Eyde
(1962), Hewer and Neubeck (1964), Matthews (1960),
Sedlacek (1966), and Super (1957). The hypothesized
factors were labeled as follows: financial reward,
suitability for women, advancement and recognition,
social service, economic necessity, creativity and chal-
lenge, fulfillment, working conditions, and inter-
personal relationships. Fifteen items were written for
each factor, many derived from the sources above al-
though they were rewritten to be specifically ap-
propriate for high school senior girls. Original items
were also Written The criteria which were summarized
by Edwards (1957) for the editing of statements to be
used in the cortstruction of attitude scales were applied
in the development of the items.

The 135 attitude items were submitted to a principal
components analysis with varimax rotation. This served
to identify factors to be considered for assessment in
the main study and to select items to be used in mea-
suring each factor. The seven factors identified were
economic mobility, extrinsic reward, intrinsic re ward,
acceptance of role, role conflict, self expression, and
creativity (Vetter [1968]). A factor was scored for each
student by summing the item scores, each of which
could range from one to five. Thus, since eight items
defined Factor 1, a student could receive a factor score
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as low as eight or as high as 40. An equal number of
items was chosen to represent each factor in the final
study (Part One, items -75, AppendixA).

Personal and Family Characteristics Hen s
A number of changes in the wording of the demog-
raphic items were made on the basis of the pilot testing.
The items solicited such information as age, marital
status, work experience, family site and composition,
and parents' occupation and education.

Sampling Procedures
Samples of senior girls were taken from three kinds of

high schools (general academic, comprehensive, and
vocational) in two sizes of communities (metropolitan
and eon-metropolitans) during the spring of 1968.

Communities and schools participating in the study
were selected from those responding to the 1966 guid-
ance survey conducted by Campbell (1968) since it was
possible to obtain accurate information on both size of
the graduating class and number and kinds of vocational
courses in the schools. Schools with Less than 100 in the
graduating class were not considered, nor were com-
prehensive and vocational schools with less than three
vocational offerings in whichgirls were likely to enroll.

To make it possible for The Center's staff to ad-
minister the study instrument to all subjects, it was also
necessary to curtail the geographic area to a three-
state area. One effect of these restrictions on sampling
was to reduce the number of available non-metropolitan
comprehensive schools to one.

In five of the six schools, all senior girls were present
on the day the administration received the question-
naire. In the sixth school (the metropolitan comprehen-
sive), the guidance counselor was asked to randomly
select the subjects.

The following chart indicates location, type and popu-
lation of community, and type of school. Descriptive
data about each school are reported in Appendix B.

Ty Not School Non-Metropolitan Metropolitan

Comprehensive Michigan (6,000)
General Academic Ohio (I,147)
Vocational Kentucky (6,000)

Michigan (50,000)'
Kentucty (390,000)
Ohio (260,000)

'Suburb of metropolitan arta of 4.000.00

+ Metropolitan communities Mere def.ned as those having
populations of more than 30,000, and non-metropolitan as those
oiless than 50,000.

Description of Imtrument
AU data were collected by means of a three-part

23I-item questionnaire printed in booklet form (Ap-
pendix A). Groups of items were constructed to elicit
responses which could be scored by techniques ap-
propriate to the type of information desired.

Part One: Attitudes Toward Work
The firct 75 items of the questionnaire assessed at-

titudes toward work. Fifty -four items had been iden-
tified in the pilot factor analysis. Twenty-one were pre-
pared by revising items with high loadings on two or
more factors.

Factor Analysis. The responses to the 75 attitude items
were submitted to a principal components analysis with
varimax rotation, using the BMDO3M program (Dixon,
1967). Analysis was carried out to arbitrarily selected
limits of eight, seven, six, five, and four factors, based
on the seven factors identified in the pilot study. The
analysis was completed on all 365 subjects as one group,
since the three small schools had such small N's that
derived factors would be unreliable. Inspection of the
results indicated that there were five clearly identifieole
factors, each with several items with significant load-
ings.2

Factor I (economic mobility) reflected a positive
orientation to work after marriage. Items related to
basic necessities ("I would work after marriage to have
money to buy basic things.") and items related to up-
ward mobility ("I would work after marriage to have
the money to live in a better community.") were in-
cluded in this scale.

Factor 11 (role security) was phrase I positively to-
ward the traditional view of women's role and her
relationships to family, men, and viork ("Woman's
place is in the home.").

Factor III (intrinsic reward) was favorably oriented
to working with others and being helpful and useful
in society ("Working with others would be an important
part of a job for me.").

Factor 1V (challenge) items related to the desirability
of opportunities, running one's own life and making
decisions ("A chance to work with ideas is the ideal
kind ofjob.").

Factor V (extrinsic reward) items related to salary,
promotion, and benefits ("A job should have good op-
portunities for promotion."). Fuller discussion of the
development of the attitude scales may be found in
Vetter(l968).

I Set Appendix C for a fisting of the items with the factor loadings
for each of the Pititude scaks.
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Scoring. A scoring system for the attitude factors was
established by inspecting the factor loadings for the
mcst promising items in each and selecting items which
had (1) telatively high factor loadings (.30 and above)
on the factor in question, and (2) relatively tow factor
loadings (below .30) on the other four factors. Items
which best met these two conditions were scored.

Factor scores were computed for each of these five
factor scales by assigning each item a value from one
to five. A score of one indicated strong disagreement
with the statement; two, disagreement; three, a neutral
position; four, agreement; and five, strong agreement,
The item values (the response marked by each girl) for
each of the items to be scored for a specific factor were
summed to give a scale score and this procedure was
used for scales I, III, IV, and V. Thus, the higher the
score, the more the respondent agreed with the attitude
reflected by the factor. For example, a high score on
Factor V indicated strong importance attached to
extrinsic rewards. A reversal of item values was used
for scale II (role security), in whic't items were phrased
positively toward a traditional role for women. A score
of one indicated strong agreement with the statement,
a score of five indicated strong disagreement. This
reversal was used so high scores on the role security
scale would reflect a contemporary viewpoint of
women's roles.

Part Two: Knowledge of the World of Work
Knowledge of the world of work was measured by the

65 multiple-choice and true-false items developed in
the pilot phase. They constituted items 76-140 in the
questionnaire(Appendix A).

Part Three: Personal and
Family Characteristics
While responses to many of the items in Fart Three

were simply tabulated, special scoring procedures were
used with some groups of items to obtain indicts such
as planfulness and level of occupational aspiration.
These are described here.
Parents' Education and Occupation. The occupational
levels of both father and mother were determined from
responses to items 156-163. As with the "hoped-for"
occupational level of the girls, the responses were
ranked from one to seven according to Warner's (1960)
scale of occupational status (one for professions to
seven for unskilled labor). If a girl indicated her loter
was c housewife and had not worked for ray in the last
three years, the response was scored zero.

The educational 1 of both parents was determined
through responses tt iteras 146-147 ant' 149-If0, scored
as follows: zero - :even years of school completed one;

14
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eight-nine years of school completedtwo; 10-11 years
of school completedthree; 12 years of school com-
pletedfour; 13-14 years of school comp;:tedflve;
15-16 years of school completedsix; 17 or more years
completedseven. If there were no male or female head
of the household or if the girl did not know her parents'
level of education, the educational level was scored
zero.
Lod of Occurational Aspiration. The level of occupa-
tion that subjects hoped to achieve was determined by
response to items 164-167. The categories of employ-
ment listed as alternatives, such as clerical worker, were
ranked from one to seven according to Warner's (1960)
scale of occupational status. If a girl indicated the
choice of "housewife only," it was scored zero.

Future Plans. Subjects were asked to project their plans
for education, work, and marriage (items 168-183), by
responding yes or no to the stem, "Two years from now
I will probably be..." and items "going to school,"
"working part-time," "working full-time," "married."
Three additional sets of items for four, six, and 10
years in the future were also included. The sixteen items
were scored one for yes, two for no. The four items for
going to school were added to obtain a score for edu-
cational plans, with possible range of four to eight. The
items for working part-time, working full-time, and
marriage were scored in a similar manner.

Work Experience. Assessment of work experience in-
volved a three-level classification based on responses to
items 192-201, with zerono work experience, one
irregular work experience (off and on), and twoat
least one regular position.

Planfulness. An attempt to determine the consistency of
post-high school plans was labeled "planfulness." Items
212, 213, and 214 were used to obtain a planfulness
score. The scoring methei was as follows: Four points
if the three responses were all A or all D (A indicated
definite plans, D indicated definite decision not to do
something.); three points if two responses were A or D;
two points if one response was A or D; one point if
there were at least one B response C'Yes, but not
definite.") and no A er D response; zero points if all
three responses were C or E.

Data Collection
Data were coll:cted in April and May, 1968. Initial

ca,ntact with the schools had been made through the
superintendents and subsequent arrangements were
made with appropriate persons such as principals and
guidance counselors. The questionnaire was t ntimed
and was administered by the project staff to groups of
girls at the participating schools. A total N of 365 sub-
jects w as obtained.
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Data Analysis
The percentage of responses to each item by girls

within each school was computed. The technique fol-
lowed for performing the factor analysis of the attitude
items was discussed earlier in the chapter.

Analysis of Variance
Three one-way analyses of variance with unequal N's
were carried out using, respectively, community size,
school type, and family social status as independent
variables. The dependent variables analyzed included
attitudes, knowledge, future plans, hoped-for occupa-
tion, work experience, grades, mother's work experi-
ence, and educational and occupational levels of father
and mother.

Since it was not possible to locate senior high schools
with exactly the same number of girls, and since some

subjects were lost due to incorrect responses on the
questionnaire, the one-way ana'ysis of variance for un-
equal N's was used. A three-way analysis would have
resulted in a substantial reduction in findings becaustt
of incomplete data. Winer's (1962, pp. 222-224) ration-
ale was followed for analysis of variance with unequal
N's, i.e., the assumption that loss of observations in
cells was essentially random and that each cell could be
treated as though equal in number of observations.

Intercorrelation Matrix
An intercorrelation matrix for all 365 subject was com-
puted to ids, tify significant interrelationships among
the variables. Means, standard deviations, and K-R
reliabilities were computed for each of the variables.
Responses to the demographic items were tabulated by
school.
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CHAPTER III

FINDINGS

The results of the data analysis are reported in three
sections. The first section summarizes the charac-
teristics of the subjects and of their background. The
second presents the girls" responses to the knowledge-
of-work items and attitude- toward -work items. The final
section describes the results of (I) comparisons made
among the responses of students from different sizes of
communities, different types of schools, and different
socioeconomic levels, and (2) interrelationships among
knowledge of work, attitudes toward work, plans and
aspirations for the future, and personal-family charac-
teristics.

General Description of the Subjects

Age and Marital Status
The median age of the subjects was 17. Fifteen subjects
were 16 years old or younger and five were more than
19 years old. Appendix D lists the percentage of stu-
dents at each age level in each of the six participating
schools.'

Eighty-five percent of the 365 gins were single, '1
percent engaged, and three percent married. One girl
was separated from her husband and one was divorced.

Ethnic Composition
Approximately 10 percent of the total sample of girls
were either Negro or Indian, although no items pc:mir-
ing to race or national origin were included in the
questionnaire. None of the analyses involved this
variable.

Family Size and Composition
For 79 percent of the participants, the natural father
mns male head of the household. Twelve percent in-
dicated no male head of the household. In 94 percent
of the cases, the girl's natursl mother was female head

Similar information is available in Appendix Li for each sari-
a h'e d iscusstd in this section.
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of the household. Only one percent of the participants
had no female head of the household.

Seven percent of the participants were only children
while 37 percent were from families with five or more
children. The median number of children in the sub-
ject's families was four although the median number
of children living at home was three. Twenty-one per-
cent classified themselves as the only child living 2t
home while in 19 percent of the familes, five or more
children were livingat home.

Parents' Occupational Status
All but one percent of the girls indicated their father's
occupation. Eight percent indicated fathers employed
in professional occupations (level one on the Warner
scale), 12 percent in -,ales and official positions (level
two), 21 percent in managerial positions (level three),
26 percent in clerical and skilled worker or foreman
positions (level four), seven percent in protective, ser-
vice, or technical positions (level five), and 25 percent
in semiskilled positions (level six).

All but two percent of the girls listed their mothers
occupational status. Forty-two percent of the mothers
had been full-time housewives for the preceding years.
Of the 53 percent employed, eight percent had been in
professional occupations, five percent in sales and
officiol positions, four percent in managerial positions,
22 petcent in clerical occupations, eight percent in
protecti (e.g., police work), service (e.g., cos-
metology), or technical positions, seven percent in semi-
skilled positions, and four percent in private household
jobs,

Considering the 206 mothers who were employed, the
percentages in the various levels of positions are very
close to the rational averages for 1968 (Women's
Bureau, 199). For example, 15 percent were in profes-
sional positions compared to a national figure of 14
Nrcent, 39 percent were in clerical occupations as
against a national figure of 34 Orcent, and 13 percent
in semiskilled occupations compared to IS percent
nationally.
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Age When First Earned Money
Two percent of the 365 subjects did not respond to the
stated question, "How old were you when you first
started earning money other than for working around
your o.vn home?" Thirty-seven percent said they had
been 14 or younger. Five percent indicated they had
never had a paying job. Fifteen was the median age
for first earnings.

Hours a Week Spent Working for Pay
During the Past Year
Three percent of the participants did not respond to
the stated question, "During the past year about how
many hours a week did you spend working away from
home for pay?' Of the 354 who did, 14 percent had
not worked but 53 percent had worked more than 15
hours a week. It should be noted here that each of the
two vocational schools has a cooperative work program
as an integral part of the school.

Total Number of Children Desired
Subjects were asked the number of children they hoped
to have. Two hundred twenty-seven of the girls (62
percent) indicated three or more children, four girls
did not plan to have children, and six did net plan to
marry.

Subjects' Knowledge of Work and Attitudes
Toward Work

Knowledge of the World of 'Work
Knowledge of the world of work was tested by 65
items, which gave a possible range of scores of zero to
65 in terms of number of items answered correctly.
The actual range was 27-56 with the mean score of 44.
Many of the girls seemed fairly well informed about
job requirements, but relatively uninformed about the
peculiarities of women's labor force participation. For
example, more than half of the girls were apparently
aware that wome. earn less than men but only 16 per-
cent of them 1 .ew how much less (approximately
$2,600). Only 16 percent were aware that the more edu-
cation a woman has, the more likely she is to be
employed. Only 12 percent were aware that the highest
percentage of female employment is in the 45-54 age
group. Fifty-three percent erroneously named the
23.34 age group as highest, whereas this group ranks
lowest percentagewise. Only 18 percent realized the
average women can expect to work for 25 .).:?rs. The
girls seemed to be unaware of the probable extent of
their future vocational experience (which corroborates
the findings of Kaufman, era, 1967).
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Attitude Scales

Economic Mobility. The pc ssible range of scores for this
scale was 10-50, with an actual range of 17-50 and a
mean score of 39. Table 1 indicates the responses to
each item. The high percentage of "agree" and
"strongly agree" responses for items relating to post-
marriage conditions under which the respondent would
find it acceptable to work, is especially noteworthy.
Only in one item did more than 20 percent indicate
disagreement (disagree plus strongly disagree).

Role Security. The possible range of scores for this
scale was 14-70, with an actual range of 28-66 and a
mean score of 50. As stated above, for this scale a
"strongly disagree" response was scored five, a neutral
response three, and a "strongly agree" response one.

Table 2 indicates the responses to each item included
in the scale. It should be noted that while 29 percent of
the girls agreed woman's place is in the home, only six
percent agreed working women are not really happy.
Forty-five percent thought that few women can manage
home, family, and career; 37 percent considered women
naturally dependent, and 12 percent agreed parents
should encourage the idea of marriage and homemak-
ing (rather than working) from childhood.

Intrinsic Reward. The possible range of scores for this
scale was nine to 45, with an actual range of 15-45 and
a mean score of 37. Table 3 indicates the responses to
each item included in the scale, with only one item,
"Working with people is preferable to working with
things," having over 10 percent in disagreement. This
tends to corroborate earlier findings of Thompson
(1966) and Gibbons and Lohnes (1965) of the impor-
tance to high school girls of helping others on the job.

Challenge. The possible range of scores for this scale
was 15-75, with an actilal range of 32-69 and a mean

ore of 49. Table 4 indicates responses to each item in
the scale. This was the only scale which showed as
much agreement as disagreement. For example, 35
percent agreed and 35 percent disagreed that "The
chance to supervise activities is an important part of a
job" and 35 percent agreed and 38 percent disagreed
that "Having influence on groups is important to me."
The item, "Work problems that take a lot of figuring
would make a job more interesting," was marked "dis-
agree" by 41 percent and "agree" by 42 percent. A
total of 71 percent felt "Women should make their own
decisions," but 74 percent were against married women
holding jobs "So they can have a life of their own."
The statement, 'Having a job helps a person to run her
own life," brought yes answers from 62 percent. This
would seem to indicate that the girls felt independence
is appropriate for single women but possibly inap-
propriate after marriage.
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Table I

PERCENTAGE OF GIRLS MARKING EACH RESPONSE
TO ECONOMIC MOBILITY SCALE ITEMS

29. I would work after marriage to have the money to
live in a better community.

50. 1 would work after marriage to have money to buy
basic things.

15. I would wiz!' k after marriage to have money to buy
essentials in life.

69. I would work after marriage to meet financial
responsibilities.

43. 1 would work after marriage to have money to buy
a home.

I. 1 would work after marriage to have money for
daily expenses.

8. Women may hold jobs after they are married to
buy more things for home and family.

73. I would work in order to help put my children
through college.

36. I would hold a job after I married to provide my
children with special training, such as music les-
sons, etc.

22. 1 world work after marriage to save money for a
"rainy day."

Table 2

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral,
Disagree Don't Know Agree

Strongly
Agree

3 14 18 48 17

1 11 I 1 61 17

1 8 10 52 29

I 4 5 55 35

3 10 10 48 29

3 7 10 57 22

2 4 5 60 29

2 4 4 46 45

4 15 20 42 19

6 16 15 48 15

PERCENTAGE OF GIRLS MARKING EACH
RESPONSE TO ROLE SECURITY SCALE ITEMS

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral,
Disagree Don't Know Agree

Strongly
Agree

68. Women who haejobs are not really happy. 35 47 11 4 2
18. Woman's place is in the home. 18 33 20 21 8

28. Women are too independent today. 30 45 7 15 3
66. Most women are not interested in chances to help

other- through a job. 18 47 19 15 2
40. Most men are not interested in chances to help

women advance in a job. 10 38 26 22 5

33. Women are trying to imitate men. 31 42 9 13 4
27. Parents should encourage the idea of marriage and

homemaking (rather than working)from childhood. 30 44 14 10 2
26. Most women dislike smart women. 25 44 18 11 3
47. Only a few women can manage a home, a family,

and a career. 12 31 12 29 16

67. Men have a more exciting life than women do. 31 41 13 S 6
34. It is more interesting to express one's self through

hobbies and recreation than it is through work. 8 44 24 19 4
12. Most women think it's difficult to find a hus-

band if they are interested in a career. 20 42 18 16 4
19. Most women think that men dislike women who

work. 13 47 19 1) 3

53. Women are naturally dependent. 13 37 13 33 4

18
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Table 3

PERCENTAGE OF GIRLS MARKING EACH RESPONS,L
TO INTRINSIC REWARD SCALE ITEMS

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral,
Disagree Don't Know Agree

Strongly
Agree

59. Working with others would be an important part
of a job for me. 1 5 6 54 33

24. Opportunities to be helpful to others in my work are
important. 0 1 5 57 36

10. Being of help to people would interest me. 0 3 3 44 50
31. Helping people who are less fortunate is important

to me. 1 4 12 53 30
3. Working closely with people would interest me. 2 4 6 45 43

17. Opportunities to be useful to society through my
work are important. 2 2 10 55 32

38. Working with people is preferable to working with
things. 3 13 14 38 32

32. Having people accept me is important. 1 3 4 44 48
45. A job gives you a good opportunity to meet people. 0 1 2 54 42

Table 4

PERCENTAGE OF GIRLS MARKING EACH RESPONSE
TO CHALLENGE SCALE ITEMS

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral,
Disagree Don't Know Agree

Strongly
Agree

49. A chance to work with ideas is the ideal kind of job. I 22 37 31 9
21. A job that gives you a chance to create something

new is the best kind of job. 2 18 25 39 16
42. A chance to show inventiveness in meeting new

problems is imp )rtant. 0 4 12 64 19
41. Women should make their own decisions. I 14 0 51 20
37. The chance to supervise activities is an important

part of a job. 2 33 29 33 3
51. Having influence on groups is important to me. 6 32 27 30 5
25. Married women should hold jobs so they can have a

lifeof their own. 32 42 17 7 2
63. A chance for self expression is a good reason for

taking a job. 2 12 18 58 11

54. Having a job helps a person to run her own life. 4 17 18 53 9
30. Having authority over people on my job is im-

portant. II 57 19 11 2
7. Opportunities to be original and creative on the

job are necessary. 2 6 6 47 39
11. It is very bv.ing todo housework. 19 54 7 15 5
[4. Work problems that take a lot of figuring would

makea job more interesting. 11 30 t7 34 8
56. Keeping up with changes in her occupation helps a

person be creative. I 8 13 58 20
75. Men and %omen should haveequal opportunities. 2 I I 9 43 34

19



Extrinsic Reward. The possible range of scores for this
scale was five to 25, with an actual range of five to 25
and a mean score of 18. Table 5 indicates general
agreement with total scale. The "reti.ement benefits"
item alone (probably remote for seniors) brought dis-
agreement.

Differences Found Among Community Size, Type of
School, and Socioeconomic Level

Differences in responses to the 19 independent vari-
ables by subjects from different sizes of communities,
different types of schools, and different socioeconomic
levels were tested by one-way analysis of variance. The
results are discussed below with the help of two tables
for each of the three major or independent variables.
One table summarizes the analysis of variance while
the other lists the means and standard deviations of
each dependent variable.
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Type of School
Significant differences by type of school were found on
two of the attitude scales and all 'oar of the future plan
measures (Table 9). Means and standard deviations of
the variables by school type are reported in Table 10.

Knowledge-of-work scores were not significantly
related to the type of school attendel. Students in
comprehensive schools, in general aca leraic schools,
and in vocational schools had equivalent knowledge of
the world of work.

Attitudes toward work were different for girls in dif-
ferent school settings. Economic mobility scores were
highest for girls from general academic schools, with
vocational schools second and comprehensive lowest.
Extrinsic reward scores were highest for girls from
vocational schools, with general academic schools
second and comprehensive lowest.

Table 5

PERCENTAGE OF GIRLS MARKING EACH
RESPONSE TO EXTRINSIC REWARD SCALE ITEMS

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral,
Disa wee Don't Know Agree

Strongly
Agree

70. A job should have good opportunities for
promotion. 1 4 9 62 24

23. Opportunity for increasing salary is an important
feature of a job. I 8 6 57 27

9. A job should have opportunities for early promotion. I 11 26 46 15
58. Retirement benefits would have to be satisfactory

in order for me to consider takinga job. 9 36 25 24 5
52. Work seems important to the people who are doing

it. 2 10 13 59 16

Metropolitan Vs, Non-Metropolitan
Significant differences were found between metro-
politan and non-metropolitan subjects in the knowledge
of work and future plans for full-time work items on
the basis of the analysis of variance which is reported
in Table 7. (Means and standard deviations of the
variables by community size are reported in Table 8.)

Girls from metropolitan and non-metropolitan com-
munities did not differ significantly from each other
except on two variables: metropolitan girls knew more
about the world of work but had fewer plans for full-
time work than girls from non-metropolitan com-
munities.

This situation may be illustrative of the closing of the
gap between small-town and large-city experiences
brought on by modern transportation and communica-
tion media.

20

All four of the future-plans measures (education,
working part-time, working full time, and marriage)
showed significant differences by school type. Voca-
tional school girls planned earlier marriages, more full-
time work, less part-time work, and less additional
education than girls from comprehensive and general
academic schools. Attendants of vocational schools also
had more definite plans for the following year than girls
from other types of schools. One possible explanation
for this difference is that vocational school students
had to make specific commitment to a program in
transferring from the neighborhood school. Frequently,
more planning was required of vocational school stu-
dents, inasmuch as these are schools located away from
tat local district. It seems logical that such planfulness
would continue past high school graduation. Higher
scores on the economic mobility scale may reflect per-
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sonal knowledge and an acceptance of the fact that one
paycheck is not always sufficient to provide all the
necessities.

Socioeconomic Level
Previously identified as the best single indicator of the
social status of 'he family (Kornhausei, 1955), the
father's occupation was used for determining social
status. An analysis of variance, using the girls'
responses to the items about father's occupation, was
computed. Data were available for 315 of the 365
subjects, Occupations were classified according to

Warner's (190) seven-step scale. Three groups of girls
were established. those whose fathers were in profes-
sional-managerial occupatiors, which included the
first three of Warner's groups (N = 128); those whose
fathers were skilled workers, which included Warner's
groups four and five (N= 105); and those whose fathers
were semiskilled and unskilled workers, which included
Warner's groups six and seven (N= 82).

Significant differences were shown on the following:
(a) knowledge of work, (b) extrinsic reward attitude
scale, (c) future plans for education, (d) future plans
for part-time work, and (e) future plans for full-tme
work.

Table 6

PERCENTAG2, OF GIRLS MARKING EACH RESPONSE
TO ITEMS NOT INCLUDED IN THE FIVE ATTITUDE SCALES

Strongly
Disagree

Neutral,
Disagree Don't Know Agree

Strongly
Agree

2. The opportunity to make a lot of money is an im-
portant reason for working. 4 34 6 43 13

4. You should not mind being told exactly what to do
on a job. 4 10 12 49 24

5. Most guys think a woman can't manage a home
and a job. 13 38 14 28 7

6. It is important to talk about something other than
housework and children. 1 4 4 40 52

13. A job with too little to do is better than one with
too much to do. 32 43 13 '.) 4

16. Status symbols (such as a personal office) make a
job more attractive. 5 19 15 45 15

20. Housework provides enough opportunity for the
expression of intellectual interests. 32 41 11 14 3

35. You owe it to yourself to make use of your abilitier. 1 3 3 45 47
39. A woman's true happiness lies in the achievements

of her husband and children. 3 11 10 37 39
44. Working with people who are cooperative is an

important feature of a job. 0 I 4 43 51
46. The work you do as a homemaker is important. 1 1 2 49 47
48. A woman's true happiness lies in her home. 3 IS 19 36 27
55. Married women should participate in activities

outside the home. 1 2 5 55 37
57. It is impossible to work at a job where your con-

science often bothers you. 5 8 10 46 31
60. Being a homemaker would mean I would not have

to make my own decisions. 53 37 4 3 2
61. Problems at dome interfere with work more than

they should for women. 7 30 22 32 8
62. A woman should give upa career for marriage. 17 39 22 15 7
64. Helping people make decisions would interest me. 6 24 21 39 9
65. A low starting salary would nor bother me. 8 34 15 39 4
71. Girls' education is less important than bJys' since

thegirls don't have towork. 48 33 2 11 6
72. Parents rhould encourage the ;dea of working

(rather than marriage and homemaking) from
childhood. 11 42 19 20 7

74. A good salary would not have much influence on
whether I would take a certain job. 12 44 16 24 3

21



Girls at the highest social status level had the highest
scores on the knowledge-of-work test, girls at the mid-
dle level, next, and girls at the lowest level, third. The
latter had the highest scores on the extrinsic reward
attitude scale, with girls at the middle level second and
at the highest level third. Future plans for education
and fur part-time work differed, with girls at the highest
social level indicating greater expectations. The lowest
level group indicated more plans for full-time work.
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(See Table 1 t for the F ratios and Table 12 for the
means and standard deviations of the variables by
social status.)

Many but not alt significant differences were ex-
pected. Girls from the highest social status planned
mor; education and have parents with higher educa-
tional levels. Their plans for less full-time work may
suggest less consideration by college-bound girls of
employmer, which is not immediate. Concomitantly

Table 7

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR COMMUNITY SIZE

Source of Variance
Sum of
Squares d.f.

Mean
Square F

Knowledge of Work 96.742 1 96.742 5.399*
Error 6504.009 363 17.917

Factor I 25351 1 25.751 .877
Error 10659.030 363 29.364

Factor 11 41.346 1 41.346 .880
Error 17053.330 363 46.979

Factor 111 19.126 1 19.126 .925
Error 7502.173 363 20.667

Factor IV 9.905 1 9.905 .249
Error 14426.410 363 39.742

Factor V 14.845 1 14.845 2.041
Error 2639.823 363 7.272

Future Plans-Education .470 1 .470 .473
Error 360.478 363 .993

Future Plans-Part-time Work 1.718 I 1.718 1.250
Error 499.060 363 1.375

Future Plans-Full-time Work 2 L692 21 692 13.106**
Error 600.813 363 1.655

Future Plans-Marriage .003 1 .003 .002
Error 639.329 363 1.761

Mother's Work Experience 65.652 I 65.652 3.539
Error 6733.816 363 18,551

Grades 3.054 I 3.054 2.500
Error 443.477 363 1.222

Planfulness 3.595 1 3.595 1.982
Error 658.389 363 1.814

Work Experience .559 1 .559 2.445
Error 82.937 363 .229

Father's Education 2.227 1 2.227 .54,4

Error 1485.707 363 4.093
Father's Occupation 6.516 1 6.516 1.622

Error 1458.596 363 4.018
Mother's Education 5.698 1 5.698 2,820

Error 733.546 363 2.021

Mothers Occupation 13,982 I 13.982 2.710
Error 1872,993 363 5.160

Roped-for Occupation .531 1 .531 .164
Error 1175.935 363 3.240

Si gnificani hcyond the .03Ioel of YID
" Significant beyond the .011e% d of 6.71

22
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their plans for more part-time employment may include
positions anticipated during as well as after the college
years. Recent statistics indicate that the greater a
woman's education the more likely she is to work
(Women's Buren], 1966). If the same girls were ques-
tioned when they were nearer completion of their
education, their work-plans might be different. Longi-
tudinal studies would give further clues as to the
progress of attitudes and plans.

The significant differences in the extrinsic reward
scale suggest that, in planning educational experiences,
careful consideration should be given to attitudes which
may be highly functional. For example, since all
monotonous work will not soon be eliminated from
society, high emphasis on extrinsic rewards from work
may be appropriate. Intrinsic satisfactions necessary for
a meaningful life may come from other ateas of life.
Education should contribute to identifying such areas.

Interrelationships Among Knowledge of Work,
Attitudes Toward Work, and Future

Plans and Aspirations
An intercorrelation matrix of the 19 dependent vari-

ables is presented in Table 13. Level of significance
for each correlation coefficient is also indicated.2 Sig-
nificant correlations with knowledge of world of work,
with each attitude scale, and with plans and aspi. ations
for the future are reported in this section.

=The reader is reminded that higher scores on: (I) Role Security
indicate rejection of the traditional woman's role; (2) Future Plans
for Education indicate lack of intent to obtain further schooling;
(3) Future Plans for Work (Part or Full-Time) indicate intent to defer
working; and (4) Future Plans for Marriage indicate intent to defer
marriage.

Table 8

COMMUNITY SIZE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SCORES
ON DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Dependent Variable Metropolitan

Community Size

Non-Metropolitan

St. Dev.Mean Mean St. Dev.

Knowledge of Work' 44.34 4.10 43.75 4.47
I- Economic Mobility 38.63 5.29 39.19 5.65
II-Role Security 49.82 6.71 50.52 7.12
Ill-Intrinsic Reward 37.59 4.68 38.07 4.29
IV-Challenge 49.13 6.44 49.48 6.03
V-- Extrinsic Reward 18.38 2.47 17.95 3.08
Future Plans-Education 7.16 0.98 7.08 1.03
Future Plans- Part -tier. Work 6.87 1.17 6.73 1.17
Future Plans--Full-time Work" 6.63 1.30 6.12 1.26
Future Plans Marriage 5.19 1.45 5.18 1.05
Mother's Work Experience 10.14 4.42 9.25 4.09
Grades 3.65 1.24 3.46 0.78
Pla nfulness 2.57 1.48 2,78 1.04
Work Experience 1.75 0.46 1.67 0.51
Father's Education 3.34 1.96 3.18 2.13
Father's Occupati 3.45 1.95 3.17 2.10
Mother's Education 3.79 1.29 3.52 1.64
Mother's Occupation 2.13 2.29 1.72 2.24
Hoped-for Occupation 2.75 1.80 2.83 1.81

Significant difference beyond the .05 lesel found in the analysis
of sariance (Table 7).
Significant difference beyond the .01 lesel foond in the analysis
of sariance (Table 7).



Knowledge of World of Work
Higher scores on kn3wledge of the world of work were
significantly related to (a) a more contemporary view-
point of the role of women (role security), (b) plans
for more education, (c) fewer plans for working full
time, (d) plans to marry later, (e) higher grades, (f) a
higher level of education for both parents, and (g) a
higher level "hoped-for" occupation for the girl herself.
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Attitude Scales

Attitude Scale I (economic mobility, willingness to work
after marriage) ws significantly related to (a) plans to
marry early and (b) plans for more full-time employ-
ment. Scale 11 (role security) scores indicated a sig-
nificant positive relationship between a contemporary
viewpoint of the role of women and (a) plans for more
full-time employment as well as (b) higher scores on
knowledge of work.

Table 9

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SCHOOL TYPE

Source of Variance
Sum of
Squares d.f.

Mean
Square F

Knowledge of Work 66.466 2 33.233 1.841
Error 6534.285 362 18.051

Factor I 433.533 2 216.767 7.655"
Error 10151.240 362 28.318

Factor 11 63.924 2 31.962 .679
Error 17030.750 362 47.046

Factor III 27.119 2 13.560 .655
Error 7494.179 362 20.702

Factor IV 45.029 2 22.515 .566
Error 14391.280 362 39.755

Factor V 99.425 2 49.712 7,043"
Error 2555.244 362 7.059

Future Plans-Education 21.642 2 10.821 11.545"
Error 339.306 362 .937

Future Plans Part -time Work 30.027 2 15.014 11.545"
Error 470.751 362 1.300

Fbzure Plans-Full-time Work 25.173 2 12.586 7.628"
Error 597.332 362 1.650

Future Plans-Marriage 12.793 2 6.397 3.696*
Error 626.538 362 1.731

Mother's Work Experience 37.918 2 18.959 1.015
Error 6761.550 362 18.678

Grades 68.646 2 34.323 32.880**
Error 377.885 362 1.014

Planfulness 27.301 2 13.651 7.786**
Error 634.682 362 1.753

Work. Experience 2.932 2 L466 6.588"
Error 80.563 362 .223

Father's Education 174.667 2 87.333 24.073"
Error 1313.267 362 3.628

Father's Occupation 62.702 2 31.351 3.093
Error 1402.410 362 3.874

Mother's Education 59.790 2 29.895 15.928"
Error 679.454 362 .1.877

Mother's Occupation 1.860 2 .930 .179
Error 1885.116 362 5.208

Hoped-for Occupation 18.358 2 9.179 2.869
Error 1158.108 362 3.199

Signif cant beyond the .03 level of 3.02

Significant beyond the .01 k%cl of 4.67
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Higher scores on Scale 111 (intrinsic reward, interest
in working with and helping others) were related to
having had personal work experience. Increasing scores
on Scale IV (challenge) were significantly related to:
(a) plans for more education, (b) plans for more part-
time work, (c) plans for later marriage, (d) higher
grades, and (e) a higher level "hoped-for" occupation
for the giri herself.

Higher scores on Scale V (extrinsic reward, interest
in salary and promotion) correlated with (a) signi-
ficantly less-definite plans, and (b) a lower educational
level for the mother.

Future Plans and Aspirations
Plans for increasing amounts of future education

were significantly related to (a) higher scores on knowl-
edge of work, (b) higher scores on the challenge at-
titude scale, (c) higher grades, (d) a higher level of
educational attainment for both parents, (e) higher
level occupation for the father, and (f) a higher level
"hoped-for" occupation for the girl herself.

Plans for more part-time work were significantly re-
lated to the same variables and (a) more work experi-
ence for the mother, and (b) less-definite plans
indicated by the girls.

Plans for more full-time work weee related to (a)
lower scores on knowledge of work, (b) higher scores
on Scale 1 (economic mobility), (c) higher scores on
Scale II (role security), (d) lower level of educational

attainment by the father, and (e) a lower level "hoped-
for" occupation for the girl herself.

Plans for later marriage we e related to (a) higher
scores on knowledge of work, kb) lower scores on the
economic mobility scale, (c) higher scores on the chal-
lenge scale, (d) higher grades, (e) higher educational
attainment for the father, and (f) a higher level "hoped-
for" occupation for the girl herself.

A higher level "hoped-for" occupation was related to
(a) higher scores on knowledge of work, (b) higher
scores on the challenge scale, (c) plans for more educa-
tion, (d) plans for more part-time work, (e) plans for
less full-time work, (f) plans for later marriage, (g)
higher grades, and (h) a higher level of educational
attainment for both parents.

These data seem to point up the truth of a statement
made by Anderson and Heimann in 1967 (p. 191):

One outcome of the growing manpower needs
of the nation and the expanding role of women in
the labor market has been to produce a complex
of problems for the young female who is entering
early stages of vocational planning. In addition to
her need for occupational information, 'ecision-
making experiences, and a setting in which to
examine her feelings and needs, the adolescent girl
is also faced with such problems as her emerging
life plans of marriage and/or career, cultural biases
against women in some occupations regarded as
not feminine, and an understanding of herself in
relation to these forces.

Table 10
SCHOOL TYPE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR SCORES

ON DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Dependent Variable
Gen-Acad.

School Type

VocationalComprehensive

Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev.

Knowledge of Work 45.03 3.68 44.30 4.62 44.02 4.40

1-Economic Mobility" 39.78 5.64 37.33 5.36 39.42 4.91

11 -Role Security 10.58 7.05 50.00 6.95 49.56 6.54

111-Intrinsic Reward 37.46 4.77 37.70 4.32 38.13 4.55

1V-Challenge 49.30 6.46 48.81 5.88 49.67 6.58

V--Extrinsic Reward" 18.22 2.69 17.62 2.76 18.90 2.50

Future Plans-Education" 6.94 0.99 6.98 1.06 7.49 0.83

Future Plans-Part-time work" 6.68 1.22 6.58 1.23 7.24 0.93

Future Plans-Full-time work 660 1.47 6.66 1.17 6.07 1.19

Future Plans-Marriage 5.28 1.35 5.34 1.57 4.91 0.91

Mother's Work Experience 10.08 4.58 9.38 3.64 10.04 4.70

Grades" 4.18 1.36 3.33 0.91 3.22 0.63

Planfulness" 2.27 1.54 2.76 1.26 2.91 1.12

Work Experience" 1.61 0.54 1.82 0.38 1.73 0.48

Father's Education" 3.85 2.01 3.65 1.93 2.27 1.75

Father's Occupation" 2.90 1.80 3.29 1.84 3.91 2.25

Mother's Education" 4.13 1.37 3.78 1.36 3.14 1.38

Mother'sOccuption 1.98 2.15 2.08 2,32 1.90 2.38

Hoped-for Occupation 2.58 1.85 2.69 1.86 3.10 1.64

Significant difference bey ond .051ncl found in analysis of ariance (Table 9).
** Significa nt difference beyond .01 in el found in analysis of sa ria nee (Table 9).
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Table II

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR SOCIAL STAT1. S

Source of Variance
Sum of
Squares d.f.

Mean
Square F

Knowledge of Work 195.736 2 97.868 5.682"
Error 5373.546 312 17.223

Factor: 96.363 2 48.181 1.621
Error 9275.586 312 29.729

Factor II 67.477 2 33.738 .719

Error 14641.630 312 46.928

FactorIII 27.989 2 13.995 .641

Error 6815.674 312 21.845

Factor IV 105.722 2 52.86! 1.29!
Error 12779.420 312 40.960

Factor V 65.011 2 32.5P6 4.432
Error 2288.176 312 7.334

Future Plans Education 24.425 2 12.213 12.999
Error 293.118 312 .940

Future Plans- Part -time Work 9.879 2 4.940 3.651
Error 422.070 312 1.353

Future Plars--Full-time Work 10.624 2 5.312 3.150
Error 526.106 312 1.686

Future Plars-Marriage 8849 2 4.424 2.399
Error 575.373 M 7:. 1.844

Mother's Work Experience 15.305 2 7.652 .440
Error 5431,216 312 17.408

Grades 43.633 2 21.816 19.497"
Error 349.116 312 1.110

Planfulness 2 342 2 1.17' .664
Error 550.401 312 7.761

Work Experience .689 2 .344 1.629
Error 65.965 312 .211

Fa t he is Education 209.355 2 104.192 38.524"
Error 847.898 312 2.718

Mother's Education 88.145 2 44.072 26.190"
Error 525.043 312 1.683

Mother's Occupation 46.164 2 44.072 26.190"
Error 1534.1307 312 4.919

Hoped-for Occupation 42.595 2 21.298 6.864'
Error 968.059 312 3.103

Sionificent &lone/ the .05 iesel of 1.03.
00 Significant heynnd the .01 k..:1 of 4.631.

Table 12

SOCIAL STATUS LEVEL MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FON SCORES
ON DEPENDENT VARIABLES

Dependent Variable

Les el I

Mean St. Den,

Social S as

Les el 3Lo el 2

Mean St. Des. Mean St. Dev.

Knowledge of Work' 45.52 3.74 44.43 3.86 43.59 5.04
1 Economic Mobility 38.41 5.82 39.67 5.01 38.70 5.40
11- Role Security 50.66 6.86 49.86 6.95 49.59 6.71
III Intrinsic Reward 37.51 5.04 37.64 4.53 38.26 4.24
IV -Challenge 48.56 6.52 49.27 6.43 50.11 6,16
V-- E at rinsic Reward* 17.7f 2.96 18.30 248 18.83 2.58
Future Plans- Education" 6.78 1.03 7.24 0.90 7.41 0.06
Fulure Pfau- PartitimeWork 6.60 1.18 6.92 1.23 7.00 1.04
Future Plans Full-time Work 6.68 1.09 6.52 1.18 6.22 1.69
Future Plans-Marriage 5.38 1.49 5.19 1.18 4.96 137
Mother's Work Experienoe 9.32 4.10 9.80 4.13 9.72 4 33
Grades' 3.91 1.13 3.69 1.15 3.01 0.79
Planfulness 2.74 142 2.56 1.34 2 57 1.17
Work Experience 1.70 0.41 1.72 0.49 1.82 0 39
Father% Education" 4.47 1.11 .3.55 1.51 2 43 1.55
Mother's Education', 4.29 L28 3.71 1.22 296 1.43
Mother's Occupati on** 1.52 Ill? 2.07 2.28 2.45 2.61
Hoped-for Occupation" 2.34 1,75 2.82 1.76 3.26 1.78

Slienlrican level of 05 found in analysis of variance (fable 111.
Siniflcing level 0(.01 found in a tveys h of tiriance flfahle 111
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Table 13

INTERCORRELATIONS AMONG VARIABLES'
(N 365)

a
Er

e. I
14Y "V try 4

"a" O g z .t. 1 h SI a3 8 "z Z 47 if 1 t* 04 t z i A. 4 4 4 4 k. x
...7 q Ni q ri 4 es!

I. Knowledge of World of Work

2. Economic Mobility

3. Role Security

4. Intrinsic Reward

5. Challenge

6. Extrinsic Reward

7. Future PlansEducation
8. Future PlansPart-time Work
9. Future PlansFull-time Work

1.00 .065

1.000

.137*

.206**

1.000

.006
.146*

.080

1.000

.061

.172**

.006
.010

1.000

.012
.208*

.025
.163**

.247**

1.000

--.190**

.070

.110

.007
--.267**

.008

1.000

10. Future PlansMarriage
I I. Mother's Work Experience

12. Grades

13. Planfulness

14. Work Experience

15. Father's Education

16. I- ather's Occupation

17. Mother's Education

18. Mother's Occupation

19. "Hoped-for" Occupation

Levels of significance derived from Snedecor and Cochran (1961, p. 557) for a two - tailed test with 300 d.f.
.05 keel of significance.
.01 level of significance.
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Table 13 (Continued)

-.089 .171" .121* .049 .206" .107 .029 .139* -.053 .201" -.004 -.117*
.049 -.175" -.117* .081 .112 -.045 -.033 -.029 .046 .003 .004 .104

-.070 -.174" -.053 .079 .059 .021 .014 -.071 -.034 .088 .061 .006

-.007 -.110 -.024 -.029 -.047 .002 .158" -.083 .030 017 -.020 .018

-.147* -.039 .2891* .025 .123* -.043 .045 .037 .048 .020 .018 -.155"
.012 -.026 -.082 -.045 -.015 -.125* .010 -.093 .099 -.115* -.035 .051

.457" -.148" -.368" .041 -.258" .057 .012 -.265" .137* -.288" .017 .513"
1.000 -.301" -.074 --.120* -.204" .167" -.048 -.152" .041 -.160" -.049 .327"

1.000 .059 - -.018 .068 -.047 .015 .203" -.023 .073 .082 -.201"
1.000 -.063 .206" --.030 -.017 .209" -.062 .10 .000 -.151"

1.000 -.044 -.021 - .028 -.155" -.075 .149" .506" -.026
1.000 -.350" -.110 .153** -.186" .150" --.065 --. 185"

1.000 .053 .012 -.039 .005 -.003 .042

1.000 .084 .145* .068 .031 -.017
1.000 -.018 .337" -.169" -.235"

1.000 -.208" .058 .107

1.000 -.007 -.160"
1.000 .014

1.000
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This study has identified significant differences in
the vocational orientation of twelfth-grade girls from
two sizes of communities, three kinds of schools, and
three socioeconomic levels. Detailed information on
attitudes (especially the percentages of responses in
Appendix D) and personal and family characteristics
and future plans (percentages of responses are in Ap-
pendix E) have been assembled and analyzed. The in-
adequacies of the subjects' knowledge and attitudes
have been pointed out in the preceeding chapter on
"Findings." In gencral, it was found that the girls were
not well informed about the probable nature and extent
of their future vocational roles and that their attitudes
and plans reflected this lack of information.

Major Variables
Community Size Differences
Differences correlated with community size appeared in
only two variables: Metropolitan girls indicated more
knowledge of the world of work, while non-metropolitan
girls indicated plans for more full-time work. No dif-
ferences were found in either their attitudes tot,rd
work, their occupational aspirations, or their future
plans for education and marriage. This general lack of
significant differences apparently indicates that local
community size has little effect in relation to the vari-
ables under consideration. Perhaps this is a result of
similar experiences or lack of experiences in and out of
school.

School 'I've Differences
Girls who attended vocational schools scored dif-
ferently from girls who attended comprehensive schools
and girls who attended general academic schools on
two of the attitude scales and all four future plans
scales. They also indicated more definite plans for the
following year. No differences in knowledge of the
world of work were indicated.
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Vocational school girls scored higher than others on
the extrinsic reward attitude scale, indicating more
agreement with statements relating to the positive as-
pects of salary, promotion, and benefits. Vocational
school attendants indicated more agreement with
statements about economic mobility (conditions under
which a girl feels she would work after marriage) than
girls who attended comprehensive schools, but less
agreement than those from general academic schools.

Girls who attended vocational schools indicated that
they planned earlier marriages, more full-time work,
less part-time work and additional post-high school
educat ion.

Social Status Differences
Significant differences in scores by social status were
shown in knowledge of work, the extrinsic reward
attitude scale, and future plans or lull-time work.
Girls with the highest social status level indicated more
knowledge of work, less agreement with attitude
statement: related to the extrinsic rewards of work,
plans for more education, more part-time work, and less
full-time work than girls from families of lower social
status.

Implications for Research
Because of practical constraints encountered in sam-
pling, the conclusions of this study cannot be general-
ized nationally. The intent of the study is not to provide
national norms from which decisieAs can be made for
a particular counseling or educP.tional situation. Rather
its purpose is to focus attention on the dysfunctional
vocational knowledge and attitudes of senior girls in
several American high schools and to suggest that
similar conditions probably exist in many other
schools. The variables dealt with here and the inter-
relationships and differences identified should serve
as the basis for exploring similar factors in local school
systems.
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Nevertheless, the results of this study suggest prob-
lems that warrant 'investigation based on carefully
controlled sampling. Since there were significant dif-
ferences in girls responses depending on the type of
high school they were attending and on the social
status of their families, further investigation of these
variables and their amenability to change would be
important. Whether these differences continue beyond
high school and the degree to which they are affected
by marriagealso warrants further investigation.

More research is needed also regarding those women
who successfully combine working and homemaking.
Most of the information now available is based on plans
of young women rather than on outcomes. Long-term
studies (as suggested earner) would allow comparisons
of the developmental patterns of full-time housewives
with those who combineworking with homemaking.

A third suggested area of research is that of studying
the attitudes and knowledge of teachers and counselors
toward changing roles of women in the family and in
the labor force. If, as suggested, there is, respectively,
a lack of information and a continuation of traditional
stereotypes about socially desirable roles for women
and the limited number of "appropriate" female oc-
cupations, an effort toward modifying such thinking
would De warranted. Research into techniques (use-
able by teacher and counselor education institutions)
to expose teachers and counselors to new thinking
about appropriate life styles for girls would be desiraole.

Program Implication.
The data from this study may be interpreted as having
implications for the development of new educational
programs. Much of it reinforces suggestions made by
other writers such as Lee (1967a) and Lewis (1968).
One specific suggestion is that as girls grow up they
must be encouraged to develop broader concepts of
the woman's role. Lewis (1968) feels that as more
women move into jobs on an equal footing with men,
their children should develop more modern attitudes
toward the role of women in our society. Since it would
reach only limited groups, this approach could require
generations for maximum impact. New school programs
involving contact with successful models of the wife-
mother-worker roles (especially those who are engaged
in nontraditional occupations) would be more effective.

Second, girls need help in anticipating long-term
future needs. It is important for them to realize that by
the age of 35 they will probably have seen their last
child off to school and that they will need to plan the
rest of their lives. Early help from enlightened teachers
and counselors who are not bound by traditional stereo-
types is required.

A third suggestion is that of encouraging girls to
question the traditional, narrow range of occupations
deemed suitable for women. Emphasizing individual
needs and goals in their planning rather than what has
traditionally been expected of them as a group is

desirable.
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SENIOR GIRLS
AND

THE WORLD OF WORK

How do you feel about work? What do you think of it? What do you know about work? We are asking you to answer a
number of questions which will be helpful to counselors and other people who help high school girls make decisions about
work. Weapp reciatevery much your willingness to cooperate in this survey.

The questionnaire is divided into three sections. You will be marking your answers on the separate answer sheet. Use the
special pencils provided.

DIRECTIONS
Read each question and its lettered answers. When you have decided which answer is correct, or is right for you, blacken

the corresponding space on the sheet with the pencils that have been provided. Make your mark as long as the pair of lines, and
completely fill the area between the pair of lines. If you change your mind, erase your first mark COMPLETELY. Make no stray
marks. MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER FOR EACH QUESTION.

Sample:
I. Chi -ago is

A. a country
B. a mountain
C. an island
D. a city
E. a state

For Item l,you would mark Das !beans% er by filling in the space under D with the special pencil.

I. A BCDE 2.ABCDE 1.ABCDE 4.A BCDE
Notice that the numbers go across in a row rather than down in columns. Be sure you follow the numbers across the answer

sheet.

DO NOT START MARKING ANSWERS UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

PART ONE
For the following statements, decide on the degree to which you agree or disagree with each statement and then mark that

answer on the separate answer sheet. This should be how you personally feel about the statement. not how you think other people
feel.

Erompir
Statement: Work is a lot of fun.

Possible answers: A. strongly disagree
B. disa tree
C. indifferent or don't k nox
D. agree
E. strongly agree

Choose the answ er that COMe5 thz closest to the way you feel about the statement a nd mark it on the separate answ e sL.e
Answer every statement. Work quickly. Do not worry or punk over individual items. It is your first impress ores. the im-

mediate "feelings* that we want. Read each statement carefm:ly, then answer it quickly and go on immediately to t1 e next item.
Sometimes you may feel as though you've had the same statement before. This will not be the case, so do not look h,:e thrr igh
the items and to not try to remember how you marked earlier statements. Make a separate and independent judgment foe
statement.
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I. I would work after marriage to have money for daily expenses.
2. The opportunity to makea lot of money is an important reason for working.
3. Working closely with people would interest me.
4. You should not mind being told exactly what to un a job.
5. Most guys think a woman can't manage a home and a job.
6. It is important to talk about something other than housework and children.
7. Opportunities to be original and creative on the job are necessary.
8. Women may hold jobs after they are married to buy more things for home and family.
9. A job should have opportunities for early promotion.

A. strongly disagree
B disagree
C. indifferent or don't know
D. agree
E. strongly agree

A. strongly disagree
B. disagree
C. indifferent or don't know
D. agree
E. strongly agree

10. Being of help to people would interest me.
11. It isvery boring to do housework.
12. Most women think it's difficult to find a husband if they are interested in a career.
13. A job with too little to do is better than one vvith too much to do.
14. Work problems that take a lot of figuring would make a job more interesting.
15. I would work after marriage to have money to buy essentials in life.
16. Status symbols (such as a personal office) make a job more attn.ctive.
17. Opportunities beuseful to society through my work are important.
18. Woman's place is in the home.
19. Most women think that men dislike women who work.
J. Housework provides enough opportunity for theexpression of intellectual interests.
21. A job that gives youa chancel° crea tesomething new is the best kind ofjob.
22. I would work after marriage to save money for a "rainy day."
23. Opportunity for increasing salary is an important feature of a job.
24. Opportunitiesto be helpful to others in my work are important.
25. Married women should hold jobs so they can have a life of their own.
26. Most women dislike smart women.
27. Parents should encourage the idea of ma rriage and homemaking (rather than working) from childhood.
28. Women arc too independent today.
29. I would work after marriage to have the money to live in a better community.

A. strongly Disagree
B. disagref.:
C. indifferent or don't know
D. agree
E. stronglyagree

30. Hal. Lng authority oser peoplt on my job is important.
31. Helping perple ho a re less fortunate is important to me.
32. Having people accept me is important.
33. Women are trying to imitate men.
34. It is more interesting to express one's self throughhobbies and recrePI ion than it is through work.
35. You ow e it to yourself to make use of your ab.lities.
36. I would hold a job after I married to provide my children with special training, such as music lessons, etc.
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37 The chance to upervise activities is an important part of a job.
38. Working with people is preferable to working with things.
39. A woman's true happiness lies in the achievements of her husband and children.
40. Most men are not interested in chances to help women advance in ajob.
41. Women should make their own decisions
42. A chance to show inventiveness in meeting new problems is important.
43. 1 would work after marriage tohave money to buy a home.
44. Working with people who arecooperative is an important feature of a job.
45. kob gives you a good opportunity to meet people.
46. The work you do asa homemaker is important.
47. Only a few women can manage a home, a family, and a career.
48. A woman's true happiness lies inher home.
49. A chance to work with ideas is the ideal kind ofjob.
50. I would work after marriage to have money to buy basic things.
51. Having influence on groups is important to me.
52. Work seems important to the people who are doing it.

A. strongly disagree
B. disagree
C. indifferent or don't care
D. agree
E. strongly agree

53. Women are naturally dependent.
54 Having a job helps a person to run her own life.
55. Married women should participate in activities outside the home.
56. Keeping up with changes in her occupation helpsa person be creative.
57. It is impossible to work at ajob whereyour conscience often bothers you.
58. Retirement benefits would hart to be satisfactoryin order for me to consider taking a job.
59. Working with otherswould bean important part of a job for me.
60. Being a homemaker would mean I would nor have to make my own decisions.
61. Problems at home interfere with work more than they should for women.
62. A womali should give up a career for marriage.
63. A chance for self expression is a good reason for taking a job.
64. Helping people make decisions would interest 1.
65. A Tow starting salary would not bother ^ r.
66. Most women are nor interested in chanL..1 to help others througll a job.
67. Men have a more exciting life than women do.
68. Women who have jobs a re nor really happy.
69. 1 would work after marriage to meet financial responsibilities.
70. A job should have good opportunities for promotion.
71. Girls' education is less important than boys' sin,:e the girls don't have to work.
72. Parents shculdencouragethe idea of working (rather than marriage and homemaking) from childhood.
73. I would work in order to help put mychildren through college.
74. A good salary would not have much influence on whether I would take a certain job.
75. Men and women should have equal opportunities.

PART TWO
There is one right answer for each question in Part Two. Choose one answer and mark it on the answer sheet. Make sure

that the number on the answer sheet is the same as the number of the question. Be sure that the letter you mark is Ole same as the
letter of the answer you choose. Answer every question.

Questions 76 to 90 have only four possible answers rather than the usual five. Use only the first four spaces on yote answer
sheet to answ er these questions. (4
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76. When one is thinking about the occupation he might enter as an adult, if his interests, abilities and preferences did not limit
him, approximately how ma ny different jobs could he choose among?
A. 300
B. 3,000
C. 30,000
D. 300,000

77. In 1964, girls who graduated from high school had average earnings which were higher than the average earnings of girls
who had dropped out of high school by
A. 25%
B. 45%
C. 85%
D. 165%

78. The average earnings of a woman college graduate in 1964 were higher than the average earnings of the high school grad-
uateby
A. 25%
B. 45%
C. 85%
D. 165%

79. The same 1964 statistics show that the girl college graduate earned a median income which was more than the high school
dropout by
A. 25%
B. 45%
C. 85%
D. 165%

80. The median salary income of full time male workers was $6,497 in 1964. What would you expect u as the median income for
female workers in that same year?
A. $3,859
B. $4,285

C. $6,497
D. $7,138

81. If you are si.igle with no exemptions besides yourself, what percentage of your weekly or monthly check will be deducted
for Federal Income Tax purposes?
A. 11%
R. 14%
C. 18%
D. 22%

82. Assuming that you do not earn more than 57,800 in your first job, what percentage of your earnings will be deducted for
Social Security?
A. 2.5%
B. 4.4%
C. 6.2%
D. 8.4%

83. Approximately what percentage of all women are judged to be employ ed full time in the United States?
A. 20%
b. 35%
C. 50%
D. 65%

84. About how many women would you estimate are in Use labor force?
A. 260,000
B. 2,600,000
C. 26,000,000
D. 260,000,000

85. Look at the four groups below and indicate uhichgroup has the largest percentage of women employed full time.
A. less that, high school education
B. high school grad,rue
C. college graduate
D. education bey ond college

86. Look at the four age groups below and :hgrouphas the largest percentage of u omen employed full time.
A. 25-34
B. 35-44
C. 45-54
D. 55-64
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87 What percentage of girls in your age bracket will probably be married by the time they are 19 years old?
A. 25%
B. 45%
C. 65%
D. 85%

88. Of those girls in the 18-39 year age bracket who are married, what percentage would you expect are also working?
A. 18%
8. 28%
C. 38%
D. 48%

89. For those women 25 years of age and younger who are married and work, approximately what is the median percentage
of family income which theycontribute?
A. 18%
B. 28%
C. 38%
D. 48%

90. What is theaverage number of years that a woman can expect to spend in the labor market?
A. 6 years
B. 10 years
C. 17 years
D. 25 years

DIRECTIONS:
Questions 91-110 have only two possible answers rather than the usual five, Use only the first two spaces on your answer

sheet to answer these questions. (A L3,)

In the following pairs, which occupation has the largest total number of people employed?
91. A. anthropologist

B. engineer

92. A. telephone operator
B. airline hostess

93. A. physical therapist
B. nurse

94. A. psychiatrist
B. biologist

95. A. saleswoman
B. buyer

In the folIowing pairs of occupations, which is most likely to involve responsibilities outside of or in addition to regularly scheduled
hours?

96. A. travel agent
B. architect

97. A. lawyer
B. fashion designer

98. A. dental assistant
B. newspaper woman

99. A. secondary leacher
B. accountant

100. A. file clerk
B. commercial artist

In the following pairs of occupations which requires the most education?
101. A. librarian

B. obstetrician
102. A. airline hostess

B. n

103. A. teacher
B. lawyer

104. A. counseling psychologist
B. psychiatrist

105. A. medical technolcgist
B. denial technician
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In which of the following nccupations are there more women than men employed?
106. Postal clerk

A. more women
B. more men

107. Lawyer
A. more women
B. more men

108. Beautician
A. more women
B. more men

IN. Secondary teacher
A. more women
B. more men

110. Telephone operator
A. more women
B. more men

DIRECTIONS:
All of the following questions can be answered with yes or no. If you decide the answer is "yes," mark A beside the item

number on the answer sheet. If you decide the answer is "no," mark B beside the item number on the answer sheet. Be sure that
the fetter you mark is the same as the answer you choose. Answer every item. Use only the first two answers on your answer
sheet to answer these questions. (A

Remember-A. yes
B. no

If you wanted to have a job which would allow you to set your own hours or at least have some choice, which of the following
occupations could you prepare for?
111. Social Worker
112. Musician
113. Interior Designer
114. Office Machine Operator
115. Elementary Teacher
In some occupations the hours of work are very clearly stated and the employees know that when they have worked a certain
number of hours they will not have additional demands on their time without being paid for it. Which of the following occupa-
tions usually have clearly regulated hours?
116. Secretary
117. Surgeon
118. Factory Worker
119. Librarian
120. Artist

In sonr. occupations there is need for the work to go on continuously, therefore. there may be opportunities to work on different
shifts. Which of the following occupations are likely to involve a choice of shifts?
121. Intericr Designer
122. Waitress
123. Teacher
124. Nurse
125. Librarian
Which of the following occupations require licensing or certification?
126. Telephone Operator
127. Practical Nurse
128. Pediatrician
129. Postal Clerk
130. Pharmacist

Which of the following occupations require a health certificate?
131. Barber
132. Airline Hostess
133. Cook
134. Beautician
135. Waitress
In which of the following occupations do employees almost always wear uniforms?
136. Nurse
137. Waitress
138. Computer Programmer
139. Dietitian
140. Airline Hostess
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PART THREE
DIRECTIONS:

BE SURE TO MARK AN ANSWER FOR EACH QUESTION. There are no right or wrong answers for this pan. Select the
answer which best applies to you and mark it under the corresponding letter un the answer sheet. MARK ONLY ONE ANSWER
FOR EACH QUESTION. You will find other directions scattered throughout this section of the questionnaire. Be sure to read
them all carefully.

141. What was your age on your last birthday?
A. I 6 or younger
B. 17

C. 18

D. 19

E. over 19

142. What is your marital status?
A. single
B. engaged
C. married
D. separated
E. divorced

143. What is the total number of living children in your family? (Include yourself, together with all full brothers and sisters,
stepbrothers and sisters, and foster brothers and sisters. Include those not living in your home.)
A. one
B. two
C. three
D. four
E. five or more

144. How many of the childre Identified in question 3 ale now living inyour househoid?(Include yourself)
A. one
B. two
C. three
D. four
E. five or more

145. The male head of the household in which I live is

A. my father
B. my stepfather
C. my foster father or guardian
D. some other individual
E. there is no male head of the household at present

146. What is the highest year of school (grades 1.12) completed by the male head of your household? (This refers to the person
you indicated in your response to question 5.)
A. 0-7
B. 8-9
C. 10-11
D. 12

E. !don't know or there is no male head of my household
147. What is the highest year beyond high school (grades 13 andabove) completed by tl,e male head of your household?

A. none
B. 13-14
C. 15.16
D. 17 or more
E. I don't know or there is no male !lead of my household

148. The ferrir,le head of the household in which I live is

A. my mother
B. my stepmother
C. rny foster mother
D. some other intik ideal
E. there is no female head of the household at present

i49. What is the highest year of school (grades 1-12) completed by the fennsie head of your household? (This refers to the per-
son you indicated in your-response to questio n 12.)
A. 0-7
B. 8-9
C. 10-11
D. 12

E. I don't knowor there is no female head of my household
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150. What is the highest year beyond high school (grades 13 and above) completed by the female head of your household?
A. none
B. 13-14
C. 15-16
D. 17 or more
E. I don't know or there is no female head of my household

DIRECTIONS: Turn oseranswer sheet, find the placeto answer 151 and continue as before.

DIRECTIONS:

For questions 151-155, use the following answers:
A. not at all
B. now and then
C. part-time (regularly)
D. full time
E. I don't know

151. Since 1 have been in high school, the female head of my household has worked
152. When I was in junior high, the female head of my household worked
153. When I was in elementary school, the female head of my household worked
154. Before I attended school, the female head of my household worked
155. After she married, but before she had any children, the femak head of my household worked

READ THE FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS FOR 156-159 THOROUGHLY BEFORE ANSWERING THIS SECTION
DIRECTION'S:

Read al! of the choices for numbers 156 through 15'9. Select the one choice which best describes the work of your father (or
male head of household), Mark that choice on your answer sheet. Then mark choice "E" for each of the three other numbers.

Example: Suppose your father works as a mechanic. Mark Number 158, choice "A" on your answer sheet. Then mark 156
"E," 157 "E," and 159 "E." -

If he is presently unemployed, mar,: the job he last held. If he is employed at more than one job, mark only the job at which
he spends most cf his time. If there is no male head in your household, mark "E" as the answer for all four numbers.
Question: What is the work of your father(or male head of your household)?
156. A. farm or ranchowner and,"or manager

B. farm or ranch foreman
C. farm or ranch worker
D. workma n or laborersuch as factory or mint worker, fisherman, filling station attendant, longshoreman, etc.
E. none of the above

157. A. private household workersuch as a servant, bulter,etc.
B. protective workersuch as policeman, detective, sheriff, fireman, e'c.
C. service worker -such as barber, beautician, waiter, etc.
D. semiskilled worker--such as factory machine operator. bus or cab !river, meat cutter, etc.
E. none of the above

158. A. skilled is,orker or foremansuch as a baker, carpenter, electrician, enlisted man in the armed forces, mechanic, plum-
ber, plosterer, tailor, foreman in a factory or mine (but not oa a farm), etc.

B. Clerical s'arkersuch as bank teller, bookkeeper, sales clerk, office clerk, mail carrier, messenger, etc.
C. sales.nansuch as real estate or insurance salesman, factory represeltative, etc.
D. manager such as sales manager, store manager, dfice manager, business manager, factory supervisor, etc.
E. nose of the above

159. A officialsuch as manufacturer, officer in a large company, banker, government official or inspector, etc.
B. proprietor or ov ner--such as owner of a small business, wholesaler, retailer, contractor, restaurant owner, etc.
C. professionalsuch as actor, accountant, artist, clergyman, dentist, engineer, lawyer, librarian, scientists, teacher,

doctor, etc.
D technical --such as d raf tsman, surseyor, medical or dental technician,e1c.
F. none of the abose

DIRECTIONS:
Read all of th e choices for numbers 160 through 163. Select the .me choice which best describes the work of your mother (or

female head of your household). Mark that choice on your answer sheet. Then mark choice "E" for each of the three other num-
bers.

Example: Suppose your mother works as a secretary. Mark number 162, choice "B" on your answer sheet. 1 hen mark 160
"E," 161 "E," and 163 "E."
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If she works outside your household, mark only the outside work. If she holds more than one paying job, mark only the most
important one. If she usually works and is presently out of work, mark the job she held last. If there is no female head in your
household, mark -E" as the answer forall four numbers.
Question: What is the work of your mother (or female head of your household)?
160. A. housewife only; she has not worked for pay in the last three years

B. farm or ranch owner and/or manager
C. farm or ranch worker
D. laborer workersuch as charwoman, laundry worker, etc.
E. none of the above

161. A. private household workersuch as housekeeper, maid, etc.
B. protective workersuch as policewoman
C. service workersuch as beautician, waitress, etc.
D. semiskilled workersuch as factory machine operator, cab driver, etc.
E. none of the above

162. A. skilled worker or forewomansuch as baker, inspector, etc.
B. clerical workersuch as bookkeeper, secretary, typist, sales clerk, store clerk, etc.
C. salessuch as realestate, insurance, etc.
D. managersuch as sales, store, business or office manager; factory supervisor, etc.
E. none of the ab

163. A. officialsuch as manufacturer,officer in a large company, banker, government official, etc.
B. proprietor or ownersuch as owner of a small business, restaurant, wholesaler, retailer, etc.
C. professional such as actress, accountant, artist, dentist, doctor, nurse, lawyer, libra rian, teacher, social worker, etc.
D. technicalsuch as medical or dental assistant, practical nurse, etc.
E. none of the above

DIRECTIONS:
Read all of the choices for numbers 164 through 167. Select the one choice which best describes what you hope your

occupation or job will be when you finish school. Mark that choice on your answer sheet. Then mark choice "E" for each of the
three other numbers.

Example: Suppose you hope to be a nurse. Mark number 167 choice "C" on your answer sheet. Then mark 164 "E," 165
"E," and 166 "E."

Ifyou hope to bea housewife and work outsideyour household, mark onlythe outside work.
Question: What do you hope your job or occupation will be when you finish school?
164. A. housewife onlyI do not hope to work for pay

B. farm or ranch owner and/or manager
C. farm or ranch worker
D. laborer or worker such as cleaning woman, laundry worker, etc.
E. none of the above

165. A. private household workersuch as housekeeper, maid, etc.
B. protective worker such as policewoman
C. service workersuch as beautician, waitress, etc.
D. semiskilled worker--such as factory machine operator, cab driver, etc.
E. none of the above

166. A. skilled workeror forewoman- -such as baker, inspector, etc.
B. clerical worker such as bookkeeper, secretary, typist, salesclerk, store clerk, etc.
C. salessuch as real estate, insurance, et:.
D. managersuch as sales, store, business or office manager; factor/ supervisor, etc.
E. none of the above

167. A. official sucha s manufacturer, officer in a large company, banker, government official, etc.
B. proprietor or owner such as ow ner rd a small business, restaurant, Aholesaler
C. professionalsuch as actress, ac.counta nt, a rtist,dentist, doctor, nu' se, lawyer, librarian, teacher, etc.
D. technical --such as medical or dental assistant, practical nurse, etc.
E. none of the above

DIRECTIONS:
For questions 168 to 183, use the following answ:i

A. yes
B. no

Note that there a re only two possible answers rather than the us dal five. Use only the first two spaces on your answer sheet to
answer these questions. (A
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Two years from now I will probably be
168. going to school
169. working part-time
170. working full time
171. married
Four years from now I think I will probably be
172. going to school
173. working part-time
174. working full time
175. married
Six years from now I think I will probably be
176. going to school
177. working part-time
178. working full time
179. married
Ten years from now I think I will probably be
180. going to school
181. working part-time
182. working full time
183. married

(END OF YES-NO ANSWERS)

184. Mark the total number of children you think you will have when your family is completed.
A. none
B. one
C. two
D. three or more
E. I do not plan to marry

DIRECTIONS:
The next seven questions have only four possible answers rather than the usual five. Use only the first four spaces on your

answer sheet. (A B C 12)
185. Compared with the male head of my household, I think 1 will have

A. less total education
B. the same total education
C. more total education
D. there is no male head of my household

186. Compared with the female head of my household, I think I will have
A. less total education
B. the same total education
C. more total educatioo
D. there is no female head of my household

187. Compared with the future husband I hope to have, I think twill have

A. less total education
B. the same total education
C. more total education
D. I do not plan to marry

188. Compared with the male head of my household, I think my husband will have
A. less total education
B. the same total edue-,qtion
C. more total education
D. I do not plan to marry or there is no male head of my household

189. Compa red ith the female head of my kwsehold, I think 1 v ill be able to earn
A. less money
B. the same amount of money
C. more money
D. there is no female head of my household

190. Compared with the male head of my household, Ithinkmyhusbacdwillbeabletoearn
A. less money
B. the sa me amount of money
C. more money
D. I do not plan to marry or there is no male head of my household
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191. Compared with the heads of my household, I think my husband and I together will be able to earn
A. less money
B. the same amount of money
C. more money
D. I do not plan to marry or there is only one adult head of my household

DIRECTIONS:
For questions 192-201, use these answers:

A. no, none of these
B. yesoff and on
C. yes regular position both during summer and school year
D. yesregular position during summer
E. yesregular position during school year

Starting with grade nine through the present time, have you done any of the following types of work for pay?
192. waitress, car hop, salad girl, other food service positions
193. babysitting
194. clericaltyping, filing, st uf fin g envelopes, etc.
195. salespersondepartment store clerk, drug store clerk, supermarket checker, etc.
196. professiona, assistantteacher's assistant, libraryassistant, dental assistant, nurse's aide
197. machine worksewing machine, electronics assembly, etc.
198. private household workcleaning, meal preparation, etc.
199. beauty operatorcosmetologist
AO. recreational worklifeguard, play-ground work, camp counselor, etc.
201. other (wo rk for pay not described in 192-200)

202, During the past year, about how many hours a week did you spend working arourd your own home?
A. none
B. five or less
C. six to ten
D. eleven to fifteen
E. more than fifteen

203. Do you receive pay for working around your ow n home?
A. usually
B. sometimes
C. rarely
D. never
E. receiving my allowance is dependent on completion of certain duties

204. How old were you when you first started earning money other than for workingaround your ow n home?

A. I have never had a job where I earned money
B. fourteen or younger
C. fifteen
D. sixteen
E. seventeen or older

205. During the past year about how many hours a week didyou spend work ing away from home for pay?
A. none
B. fiveor less
C. six to ten
D. eleven to fifteen
E. more than fifteen

206. How many summers have you worked, starting with grade nine through the present time?
A. none
B. one
C. No
D. three
E. four or more

207. Do you plan to work this su mmer? (1968)
A. Yes, at a full-time regular job
B. Yes, at a part-time job
C. No, I will not work for pay
D. No, but I will work at home for pay
E. I don't know
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DIRECTIONS:
The following two questions, number 208 and 209 have only three possible answers rather than the u .ual five. Use only the

first three spaces on your answer sheet to answer these questions. (A B C)
208. Do you plan to attend school this summer? (1968)

A. Yes
B. No
C. I don't know

209. By October, 1968, I plan to be married.
A. Yes
B. No
C. !don't know

DIRECTIONS:
Answer both questions 210 and 211. If the items listed under a question do not apply, mark "E-none of the above."

210. In October, 1968, !will beattending
A. a vocational or technical school
B. a business or commercial school
C. a cosmetology (beauty) school
D. a nursing school (2 or 3 year registered nurse program)
E. none of the above

211. In October, 1968, I will be attending
A. a junior or community college (2 yr.).
B. a four year college or university.
C. a short-term training course (less than 1 yr.) offered by some other source than those mentioned in 210 and 211.
D. 1 will not be attending school in October, 1968.
E. none of the above

212. I know definitely which school I wilt be attending in October, 1968.
A. Yes, I have already been admitted.
B. Yes, I have applied, but do not know yet if I have been admitted.
C. No, I haven't decided which school yet.
D. !do not plan to be in school
E. I don't know.

213. 1 plan to be working on a full-time job in October, 1968.
A. Yes, I al ready have the job.
B. Yes, I'm looking around for a job
C. Yes, but it's too early to know what I'll be doing.
D. No, I don't plan to be working full time.
E. I don't know.

214. In October, 1968,1 plan to be working on a part-time job.
A. Yes, ! already have the job.
B. Yes, i'm lookingaround fora job.
C. Yes, but A's too early to know what Ell be doing.
D. No, I don't plan to be working part-time.
E. I don't know.

215. Mark the answer which best describes the program (course of studies) in which you have been enrolled during high whoa
A. College Preparatorya program that gives you the training and credits needed for college entrance.
B. Commercial or Business--a program that prepares you to work in an office.
C. Vocationala program that preparesyou for work in a particular job or to enter a vocational school after high school.
D. Generala program other than the three listed above.
E. A combination of two or more of the above programs.

216. Mygrades in all courses starting with the ninth grade have been
A. mostly A's or equivalent
B. mostly A's and nor equivalent
C. mostly B's and C's or equivalent
D. mostly C's and Mot equivalent
E. mostly D's and below or equivalent

217. Now many ti mes have you changed schools since starting the ninth grade (not counting promotions from one school to
another)?
A. never
B. once
C. twice
D. three times 4.5
E. four times or more



DIRECTIONS:
For questions 218 to 231, use the following answers:

A. none
B. one-two
C. three-four
D. live-six
E. seven or more

41

Starting with courses in the ninth grade, how many semesters have you taken in each of the following areas? (Include those in
which you are now enrolled.)
218. Business or Comereial

219. Distributive Education (prepares for a specific job such as a sales clerk)

220. Health Occupations (prepares for a specific job such as a practical nurse)
221. Home Economics Wage Earning (prepares for a specificjo b such as food service wort' care aide, etc.)

222. Trade and Industrial Education (prepares for a specific job cook, baker, etc.)

223. Technical Education (prepares for a specific.',:g-':-IMputer technologist)
224.,

225. Engiish

226. Home Economics (prepares for home and family life)

227. Foreign Languages

228. Mathematics
229. Science

230. Social Studies

231. Others
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DESCRIPTION OF
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Administrators of five of the six schools selected to participate in the study agreed to participate. One metropolitan com-
prehensive high school in Michigan was unable to participate; however, the second school on the list agreed to take part in the
study.

The sample was obtained from a possible total of 944 prospective graduates. Details in relation to the specific schools are included
in Table 14.

The adequacy of school guidance facilities, nature and extent of vocational ofterings, and the extent to which school staff
were aware of future plans of students were relevant to this study. As shown in Table 15, wide variations in staffing patterns
relative to providing guidance and counseling services for students in the participating schools were evident. The non-metro-
politan general academic high school had added one vocational offering to its program since the 1966 guidance survey. However,
this course had been available for only one year. The number and types of vocational programs offered in each of the participating
schools is shown in Table I6.

School staff predictions of post-graduation full-time employment range from I00 percent fur both females and males grad-
uating from the non-metropolitan vocational school to seven percent foil-time employment for both females and males
graduating from the non-metrorolitan comprehensive school. (See Table 17) Other post-graduation predictions are also listed
in Table 17.

Table 14

CLASSIFICATION OF SAMPLE BY TYPE OF SCHOOL AND BY COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS

Community type

Non-metropolitan Metropolitan

Total Senior Girls
Enrolled

Actual No
Tested

Total Senior Girls Actual No.
Enrolled Tested

Comprehei,sive 71 68 365 571

General Academic 24 19 230 196
Vocational 72 39 88 76

167 126 683 239

I Randomly selectee by school g uidance staff.

Table 15
SIZE AND NATURE OF GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING STAFF

IN RELATION TO TOTAL TEACHING STAFF IN
PARTICIPATING SCHCOLS

School

Male

GuidanceStaff

Female Total

Total Teaching

Staff

Non-Metropolitan
Comprehensive 2 1 3 33
General Academic I 0 1 21
Vocational I 0 1 21

Metropolitan
Comprehensive 3 3 6 73
General Academic 3 4 7 130
Vocational 10 4 14 58

Part-time.
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Table 16

VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS OFFERED BY PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Community Type

Non-Metropolitan Metropolitan

General General
Comprehensive Academic Vocational Comprehensive Academic Vocational

Program
Business or Commercial X
Distributive Education X
Health Occupations X
Home Economics X
Trade and Industrial X
Technica!

X
X

X

X

X

Nui .es Aide and Health Services offered as course in Home Economics,

Table 17

PREDICTION OF POST-GRADUATE ACTIVITIES BY STAFF IN RESPECTIVE SCHOOLS

Community Type

Non-Metropolitan Metropolitan

General General
Comprehensive Academic Vocational Comprehensive Academic Vocational

Actility Area
Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys

N= 71 68 24 26 72 128 365 372 230 220 182 157
Vocational-Technical Training 10% 1% 38% 15% 20% 30% 25% 20% 2% 25%
College 52% 38% 13% 31% 20% 20% 65% 65% 20% 20%
Full-time Employment 7% 7% 33% 27% 100% 100% 50% 50% IS% 5% 71% 49%
Armed Services 9% 4% 10% 5% 1% 5%
Part-time Employment 28% 29% 8% 10% 10% 35% 50% I%
Unemployed ed 4% 15% 20% 20% 3%
Marriage 3% 13% 4% 22% 5% 2% 5% I%

(The sum of the estimates may not equal I00% because the categories are not mutually exclusive nor exhaust e )
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ITEM LOADINGS ON EACH ATTITUDE FACTOR

Item Factor!. Economic Mobility Loading

29. I would work after marriage to have the money to live in a better community. .684

50. 1 would work after marriage to have money to buybasicthings. .648

[5. 1 would work after marriage to have money to buy essentials in life. .645

69. 1 would work after marriage to meet financial responsibilities. .613

43. 1 would work after marriage to have money to buy a home. .577

1. 1 would work after marriage to have money for daily expenses. .562

8. Women may hold jobs after they are married to buy more things for home and
family. .515

73. 1 would work in order to help put my children through college. .435

36. 1 would hold a job after I married to provide my children with special training,
such as music lessons, etc. .422

22. 1 would work after marriage to save money for a "rainy day." .342

Item

68.

18.

28.

66.

40.

33.

27.

26.

47.

67.

34.

12

19.

53.

Factor!!. Role Security Loading

Women who havejobs are not really happy. .576

Woman's place is in the home. .570

Women are too independent today. .498

Most women are not interested in chances tohelp others through a job. .475

Most men are not interested in chances to help women advance in a job. .464

Women are trying to imitate men. .424

Parents should encourage the idea of marriage and homemaking
(rather than working) from childhood. .410

Most women dislike smart women. .395

Onlya few women can manage a home, a family, and a career. .3E1

Men have a more exciting life than women do. .357

It is more interesting to express one's self through hobbies and recreation than it is
through work. .343

Most women think ifs difficult to find a husband if they are interested in a career. .325

Most women think that men dislike women who work. .312

Women are naturally dependent. .300

Item

59.

24.

10.

31.

3.

17.

38.

32.

45.

Factor 11r. Intrinsic Reward Loading

Working with othcrs would bean important part of a job for me. .745

Opportunities to be helpful to others in my work are important. .708

Being of help to people would interest me. .674

Helping peopleuho are less fortunate is important to me. .625

Working closely with people would interest me. .609

Opportunities to be useful to society through my work are important,

Working Wth people is preferable to work tnguith things.

.603

.521

Having people accept me is important. .397

A job gives you a good opportunity to meet people. .376
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Item Factor IV. Challenge Loading

49. A chance to work with ideas is the ideal kind of job. .503

21. A job that gives you a chance to create something new is the best kind of job. .485

42. A chance to show inventiveness in meeting new problems is important. .456

41. Women should make their own decisions. .440

37. The chance to supervise activities is an important part of a job. .428

51. Having influence on groups is important to me. .428

25. Married women should hold jobsso they can have a life of their own. .417

63. A cha nce for self expression is a good reason for taking a job. .395

54. Havinga job helps a person to run her own life. .389

30. Having authority over people on myjob is important. .367

7. Opportunities to be original and creative on the job are necessary. .349

11. It is very boring to do housework. .349

14. Work problems that take a lot of figuring would make a job more interesting. .341

56. Keeping up with changes in her occupation helps a person be creative. .338

75. Men and women should have equal opportunities. .334

Item Factor V. Extrinsic Reward Loading

70. A job shcold have good opportunities for promotion. .599

23. Opportunity for increasing salary is an important feature ofajob. .513

9. A job should have opportunities for early promotion. .400

58. Retirement benefits would have to be satisfactory in order for tie to con-
sider taking a job. .335

52. Work seems important to the people who are doing it. 7
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RESPONSES OF GIRLS FROM EACH SCHOOL TO PERSONAL AND
FAMILY INFORMATION ITEMS
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RESPONSES OF GIRLS FROM EACH SCHOOL TO
PERSONAL AND FAMILY INFORMATION ITEMS

Key to Schools
1General Academic, non-metropolitan (community population: 1,147

(community population: 6.0002Vocational, non-metropolitan )
(community population: 390,0003General Academic, metropolitan )
(community population. 600 )4Comprehensive, non-metropolitan

50,000 )5Comprehensive, metropolitan (community population.
(community populatio n 260,000 )6Vocational, metropolitan

GA/NM
School
N 19

V/NM
2
39

GA/M
3

106

C/NM
4
68

C/M
5

57

V/ M
6
76

Total
365

Student Age
16 or younger 5% 16% 3% 2% 2% 6% 4%
17 84% 25% 59% 50% 54% 47% 52%
18 11% 30% 36% 41% 37% 45% 37%
19 16% 2% 7% 7% 2% 5%
Over 19 13% 2%

Student Marital Status
Single 78% 85% 87% 93% 78% 86% 85%
Engaged 22% 10% 6% 3% 22% 13% 12%
Married 5% 6% 4% 3%
Separated _ 1%
Divorced I%

Grades
Mostly A's 3% 6% 4% 3% 4%
A's and B's 29% 21% 25% 43% 18% 26% 28%
B's and C's 55% 68% 24% 47% 47% 62% 44%
C's and D's 11% 8% 11% 2% 31% 9% 12%
Norespo. I% 36% 4% 4% 12%

Age When First Earned Money
Never 10% 9% 4% 5% 5%
14 or younger 32% 16% 40% 47% 31% 42% 37%
15 37% 33% 18% 24% 18% 18% 21%
16 21% 20% 20% 19% 35% 39% 27%
17orolder 11% 20% 6% 5% 10% 1% 8%
No re;ponse 6% 2%

Hours Worked for Pay Last Year
(Weekly)

None 16% 24% 23% 5% 14% 3% 14%
Sot less 21% 16% 13% 7% 3%
6-10 16% 13% 9% 25% 14% 1% 12%
11.15 21% 13% 8% 9% 14% 3% 9%
More than 15 27% 36% 37% 51% 54% 93% 53%
No response 9% 2% 3%

Number of Children Desired
None 2% 3% 1%
One 5% 2% 3% 2%
Two 42% 44% 29% 26% 31% 34% 30%
Three or more 58% 51% 62% 69% 67% 59% 65%
No plans to marry 4% 2% 2% 2%
No response 1%

Total Children In Family
One 11% 7% 2% 9% 7%
Two 11% 5% 33% 16% 16% 17% 20%
Three 21% 16% 22% 22% 27% 21% 22%
Four 16% 10% 18% 16% 10% 16%, 14%
Five or more 53% 69% 16% 38% 44% 38% 37%
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GA/NM
School 1

N 19

V/NM
2

39

GA/ M
3

106

C/NM
4

68

C/ M
5

57

V/ M
6

76
Total
365

Total Children AI Home
One 21% 1 -3'0 27% 25% 18% 14% 20%
Two 11% 25% 34% 26% 23% 32% 28%
Three 16% 18% 20% 19% 27% 22% 20%
Four 22% 16% 7% 12% 10% 12% 13%
Five or more 32% 28% 11% 16% 23% 20% 19%

High School Program
College prep 5% 3% 38% 65% 14% 9% 28%
Business 42% 64% 12% 12% 40% 42% 29%
Vocational 21% 10% 4% 3% 13% 26% 12%
General 13% 4% 9% 16% 1% 7%
Combination of two prograrns 27% 10% 8% 9% 14% 22% 13%
No response 5% 34% 4% 3% 12%

Male Head of Household
Father 85% 77% 79% 85% 80% 72% 80%
Stepfather 5% 6% 4% 9% 7% 5%
Guardian 1% 3% 2% 2% 1%
Some other individual 5% 8% 3% 3% 2%
No male present 5% 15% 11% 5% 9% 19% 12%

Father's Education (Years)
0-7 5% 34% 2% 7% 11% 8%
8-9 37% 13% 9% 20% 14% 11% 14%
10-11 11% 8% 6% 7% 23% 13% 12%
12 42% 20% 71% 65% 44% 43% 52%
Don't Know 5% 25% 12% 8% 10% 21% 14%

Father's Education
Beyond High School

None 78% 72% 45% 51% 74% 70% 59%
1-2 years 6% 8% 18% 8% 7% 9% 12%
34 years 10% 14% 16% 7% 9%
5 or more years 11% 16% 2% 6%
Don't Know 6% 20% 12% 9% 10% 21% 14%

Female Head of Household
Mother 88% 90% 94% 92% 93% 99% 95%
Stepmother 5% 3% 2% 2% 2%
Foster mother 2%
Someother inciNidual 6% 5% 3% 3% 1% 2%
No female present 6% 3% 3% 1%

Mother's Education (Years)
0-7 24% 4% 3% 6% 4%
8-9 11% 30% 4% 7% 14% 14% 12%
10-11 I1% 8% 11% /6% 27% 20% 14%
12 73% 33% 79% 72% 56% 55% 65%
Don't Know 5% 5% 2% 5% 5% 3%

Mother's Education
Beyond High School

None 68% 90% 67% 65% 83X 87% 74%
1-2years 21% 5% 18% 7% 10% 9% 12%
3-4 years 5% 9% 16% 296 3% 8%
5 or more years 5% 396 1% 2%
Don't Know 5%. 5% 1% 9% 5% 1% 496
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GA/NM
School I

N 19

V/NM
2

39

GA/M
3

106

C/NM
4

68

C/ M
5

57

V/ M
6

76
Total
365

Father's Occupation
Professional 10% 16% 12% 2% 1% 8%

Sales & Official 11% 8% 17% 15% 11% 5% 12%

Managerial 11% 13% 25% 35% 18% 8% 21%

Clerical & Skilled 21% 15% 24% 22% 35% 28% 26%

Service & Technical 13% 6% 3% 9% 9% 7%

Semiskilled 37% 31% 9% 13% 26% 49% 25%

No response 10% 20% 2% 1%

Mother's Occupation
Housewife 42% 59% 36% 38% 33% 49% 42%

Professional 11% 3% 12% 15% 4% 3% 8%

Sales & Official 5% 9% 7% 3% 5%

Managerial 10% 3% 5% 4% 4%

Clerical & Skilled 11% 5% 32% 22% 19% 21% 217f

Service& Technical 8% 8% 9% 9% 6% 8%

Semiskilled 16% 8% 2% 3% 14% 10% 7%

Private Household 5% 5% 1% 4% 4% 4% 4%

No response 16% 3% 1% 5% 1%
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